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Germany’s railway infrastructure is the 
backbone of the country’s economy.  
Mobility and progress go hand in hand – and 
if we in Germany want this to continue  
to hold true in the future, we need to invest 
in digital technologies.

We are currently in the process of testing 
some of these technologies, while others 
have long since become part of our everyday 
operations. And they are now sophisticated 
enough for us to roll them out on a broad 
scale. All these technologies serve the same 
purpose: modernising our eco-friendly rail 
system in smart, forward-thinking ways.  
On the pages that follow, we’ve sketched 
out an initial big-picture look at how we 
plan to achieve this goal. 

Join us on our journey to the future – on  
our journey to Digital Rail for Germany.

Thanks to its unique qualities, Germany’s rail 
system will more than hold its own against  
competing forms of transport. It will enable  
thousands of additional trains to run – on time, 
reliably and at higher frequencies than they  
do today. The benefits will not only be  
far-reaching for Germany as a place to do  
business, but also for passengers, freight  
customers, the environment and Germany’s  
rail companies and their employees.
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Yours sincerely,
Ronald Pofalla
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Digital technologies offer unprecedented opportunities to usher in a new era of rail 
operations. Modern control-command and signalling systems like ETCS will make  
the underlying infrastructure ‘smarter’, using real-time geolocation, data exchange 
and obstacle detection to make Digital Rail for Germany a reality.
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The European Train Control System (ETCS) is the cornerstone of Digital Rail  
for Germany. This new technology standard will ensure stable and efficient rail  
operations in Germany, as well as transnational interoperability throughout  
Europe. As the foundation for many forward-looking technologies, ETCS will help  
the rail industry tap into tremendous market potential around the globe.

Digital control-command  
and signalling (ETCS)
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Today cutting-edge trains often still run on tracks that use signal boxes from  
a bygone era, connected by a network of thick copper wires. Digital signalling 
systems, on the other hand, require much less (and much less expensive)  
cabling than the 100 different types currently in use. They can control wider  
areas and they represent the future of employment in rail signalling.
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More on-time 
trains

Faster responses 
to disruptions System-wide perspective

Fewer cancellations 

Modern and 
standardised assets

Digital Rail has the potential to facilitate lasting improvements in rail  
operations. Remote systems that assess damage to points and detect  
obstacles will reduce cancellations and make train service more reliable  
and on time. The result? A higher degree of satisfaction among rail  
passengers and freight customers alike.

Improved reliability
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Standardised digital systems offer up to 20% more network capacity,  
allowing for thousands of additional trains every day. Such systems  
are based on digital control technology which enables trains to run  
in closer succession. This will aid operators in making the best possible  
use of rail infrastructure. Achieving a comparable increase in capacity 
would be impossible by building new tracks alone.

Thousands of additional trains 
every day

Smart control technology

Trains running in closer  
succession

Increased capacity
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The widespread implementation of standardised systems like ETCS and the  
use of purely digital signalling technology will significantly reduce the cost of 
maintenance and other activities. Meanwhile, standardised equipment, lower  
energy costs, the replacement of physical signals with their digital counterparts 
and the need for fewer signal boxes will make rail operations more efficient.

Fewer 
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Investment 
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Better for the climate; 
lower carbon emissions

Requires even 
less space

Smoother operations require 
less energy 

Greater modal share for rail 

Shifting traffic to rail is good for our planet. Digital Rail for Germany will  
further enhance this green advantage for example, by making rail operations 
smoother. After all, frequent stops waste energy – especially when heavy 
freight trains are involved. Having additional resources on the rails will  
also lead to further reductions in harmful emissions.

Better for the environment
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Expansion will bolster 
fibre-optic infrastructure

Opportunities to export 
technology and expertise

Greater 
technological edgeRapid implementation will  

strengthen Germany as a hub  
of innovation and industry

Attractive  
technology-based jobs

Higher transport  
performance

Digital Rail is poised to benefit the entire German economy. By giving rise to one  
of the world’s most modern infrastructures, this sweeping investment endeavour  
will strengthen Germany as a hub for industry and innovation. Besides giving  
the industrial sector a technological edge, Digital Rail will create attractive jobs  
and make it possible to export both technology and expertise.

A key opportunity for Germany
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